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What is co-design?
Co-design, also known as participatory planning, is an
approach to building active, livable communities.
This approach makes neighbourhood planning accessible,
community-driven, and fun. Co-design is based on the belief that
bringing together residents’ knowledge of their communities with
the expertise of professional planners, architects, and engineers leads
to stronger planning outcomes. We use a wide range of activities and
tools to engage residents in re-imagining their neighbourhoods.
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What is NeighbourPLAN?
NeighbourPLAN is a program affiliated with the Active
Neighbourhoods Canada partnership, which uses a
collaborative process, known as co-design, to support
people in reimagining public spaces. Talwood is the third
of three Peterborough neighbourhoods participating in
NeighbourPLAN.
This Vision pulls together the results of over a year of
engagement in the Talwood neighbourhood. In Talwood,
we used many of NeighbourPLAN’s traditional engagement
activities, but also tested creative new engagement
strategies to overcome challenges special to this
neighbourhood and time. Initial challenges in connecting
with folks in the neighbourhood, led us to bring on board a
resident to play the role of Community Connector; someone
who could be more active in the neighbourhood doing
weekly pop-ups, flyer drops, door-knocking, check-ins, and
event planning. Making connections in each apartment
proved useful too, as it is difficult to share information
directly with residents who live in apartment buildings.
In March of 2020, when restrictions due to COVID-19 became
necessary, we moved our monthly gatherings and workshops
online. That included the co-design workshop that led to
the design concepts within this Vision. Our traditional daylong walk-about and design charrette, where residents come
together with built environment and health professionals
to create innovative solutions to address residents’ concerns,
was delivered in a four-part online workshop series with the
help of tools, like Zoom and Miro. We certainly missed inperson workshops, where being present at a table together
is so enriching, however the online workshops allowed us
to explore a format that allowed for a balanced sharing
of ideas.

In the end, more than 300 residents contributed their
thoughts to this Vision, from guiding the project as members
of a core committee, to chatting with the NeighbourPLAN
team at pop-up locations and special events.
This document is intended to be visionary, and it is a tool
to help residents express common goals, principles, and
hopes for the public spaces in their neighbourhood. Some
design concepts can be achieved within reasonably short
timelines, through mobilizing small groups of residents,
while others are long-term visions that residents can work
towards and advocate for. Some design concepts may not
come to fruition exactly as residents have envisioned, but
they showcase principles that can be applied to future
infrastructure and development projects in the area.
The NeighbourPLAN project uses a three-phase
co-design approach:

PHASE 1: PORTRAIT (Summer 2019 to Winter 2020)
Understand how residents use public space and
identify local needs and interests.

PHASE 2: VISION (Spring 2020)

Identify key design priorities based on the
portrait, and explore how they could be applied.

PHASE 3: PLAN (Summer 2020)

Support residents to advance their ideas and
meaningfully engage in formal processes.
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The Talwood Neighbourhood
The Talwood neighbourhood is located southwest of downtown Nogojiwanong/
Peterborough, on Williams Treaties and Treaty 20 territory in the traditional
territory of the Michi Saagiig Nishnaabeg.
Talwood is home to many seniors, with fewer children and youth than the citywide average. The neighbourhood is home to a higher percentage of people
with lower incomes. Food security and access to affordable and reliable transit
and transportation options are key issues for Talwood residents.
Talwood is a unique neighbourhood in Peterborough--it is one of the most
dense residential communities in the city, with nearly 90% of residents living in
apartment buildings. Most people in Talwood rent their homes, and personal
outdoor space is limited. This makes vibrant public spaces especially important
to residents.
People love the informal trail network along the Parkway Corridor, their
proximity to two lively community gardens, Whitefield Park, Nevin Park, and
the splash pad and sports fields at the Kinsmen Civic Centre. However, people
have noted that there is a need to enhance the accessibility, vibrancy, and safety
of these outdoor spaces, and to work with landlords to enhance the outdoor
spaces surrounding the apartment towers.
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Project Timeline

Engagement activities to date
Within each project phase, a wide range of co-design activities are used to engage diverse voices.
Descriptions and facilitation materials for these co-design activities are available in the Active
Neighbourhoods Canada online toolkit, hosted at www.participatoryplanning.ca.
Some of the activities we conducted in the Talwood neighbourhood include:

September
Hiring of Community
Connector

May
Jane’s Walk
Pop-up engagement
sessions throughout the
neighbourhood

November
Resident Committee
Meeting
Vision Tree Exercise
Infrastructure Audit

Resident Committee
Meeting

2019
June - August
Pop-up engagement
sessions throughout the
neighbourhood
Online map & survey
Door-to-door surveys
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October

December

Harvest Greet

Resident Committee Meeting

Resident Committee Meeting
Empathy Walk
Pop-up engagement sessions
throughout the neighbourhood

History Timeline
Winter Warm-Up
Pop-ups at various location including
school and city bus stops

MEETINGS

POP-UP EVENT

ENGAGEMENT SESSION

MAJOR EVENT

January-Februrary
August

Development of the Talwood
Portrait
Resident Committee
Meetings
Neighbourhood
Meet & Greet

2020

March-April
Virtual resident committee
meetings
Virtual Check-ins

Resident Check-in

June
Virtual Resident Meeting:
Design Workshop Orientation

Nonviolent Communication
Workshop

Four Virtual Vision + Design
Workshops

Vision and Design Workshop
Validation Surveys

COVID-19 impacted our ability to do in-person meetings and engagement
May

July

Virtual Resident Committee Meetings
Developed Guiding Principles

Virtual Resident Committee
Meetings: Workshop debrief
and validation

Virtual Check-ins

Virtual Resident Check-ins

Virtual Balcony Container Gardening
Workshop

Vision and Design Workshop
Validation Surveys

Launch of www.designtalwood.ca Website
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Asset + Hotspots Map

LEGEND:
Places that I…
Live
Play & Gather
Shop
Work
Feel Proud of
Feel Afraid of
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1 Parkway Corridor green space

5 Whitefield Park

#

#

The informal trail network along the Parkway
Corridor is a much loved area. The trails are
used for recreation and for transportation,
and people love the tree canopy and wildlife.
Residents have suggested improvements, such
as lighting, accessibility upgrades, and better
maintenance. Some people fear loss of this
greenspace. They express that the greenspace
is essential and should be protected.

People appreciate having Whitefield Park
nearby. Some suggestions for the park
include more seating and new equipment like
exercise machines and picnic tables. Some
residents wonder why there is a playground
in the Whitefield area, which has a smaller
population, but no playground closer to the
towers.

#

2 Clonsilla Ave. & Goodfellow Rd.

Many residents are concerned about safety
at this intersection. It has been the most
commonly raised area of concern in the
neighbourhood. It is a key crossing for children
from Keith Wightman PS and St. Alphonsus
CES, and parents and children would like to
see better crossing infrastructure and improved
sidewalks on the west side of Goodfellow Rd.
#

3 Talwood Variety

Having a convenience store amongst the towers
makes it easy for residents to pick up last
minute essentials and snacks close to home.
#

4 Goodfellow Rd. & Talwood Dr.

Residents would love to see a pedestrian
crossing at this location. Families want to cross
safely to get to the Kinsmen Civic Centre, or
to better access transit. Currently, there are
no signalized crossings along Goodfellow Rd.
between Sherbrooke St. and Clonsilla Ave.,
which is a 580m stretch. This cuts the towers
off from key amenities and affects students
walking route to school. Drivers also note
poor sightlines.

#

6 Whitefield Dr. & Talwood Dr.

This intersection has a very wide curve, and the
stop sign is set back. Residents have noticed
that a lot of people make rolling stops, and that
there is a need to tighten the intersection.
#

7 Goodfellow Rd. & Sherbrooke St.

People have noted that the traffic lights are
not timed well for pedestrians and that the
pedestrian crossing button malfunctions.
Older adults and people with mobility
limitations comment that they do not have
enough time to get across Sherbrooke St.
#

8 Talwood Dr. & Talwood Court

#

9 Byersville Creek

Byersville Creek is a natural asset in the
community, and it provides crucial habitat for
wildlife. Residents feel the litter in the creek
contributes to flooding issues and a creek
clean-up is needed. They are unclear about who
is responsible for stewardship of the creek.
#

10 Open green space behind the
Talwood Towers (Northwest field)

People want to transform this open field
into a park, and have suggested picnic
areas, community gardens, play equipment,
and lighting. The land is privately owned,
but residents are eager to help landlords
steward the land.
#

11 Whitefield Dr. & 1001
Talwood Community Gardens

People love having two active community
gardens in the neighbourhood. We have heard
much positive feedback about the gardens.
Some residents are keen to explore additional
gardens for the other Talwood Tower buildings.

People report that vehicles speed along
Talwood Dr. and Talwood Court. People would
like traffic calming measures and monitoring.
Other comments include need for better
snow removal and space for quick pick-ups
and drop-offs.
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Guiding Principles for Talwood
Residents envision a Talwood neighbourhood that is:

1. Vibrant and Clean
Neighbourhood spaces are clean and well-maintained. There
are amenities that help to keep public spaces vibrant and clean.
People have noted concerns with the upkeep and cleanliness of some
public spaces, particularly Byersville Creek and some of the bus stops in the
area. Residents are keen to host cleanups, but also want to see permanent
infrastructure--like waste disposal bins--to keep the area clean.

2. Accessible
Members of the community with all abilities can easily move,
work, shop, and play.
Residents have noted accessibility concerns in Talwood, including missing
and damaged sidewalks, areas without pedestrian crossings, and accessibility
concerns on the trails.

3. Inclusive and Welcoming
Streets and public spaces are child-friendly, senior-friendly,
and welcoming to all residents of the neighbourhood.
Residents would like to see amenities like benches, washrooms, playgrounds,
exercise equipment, picnic shelters, water stations and improved lighting to
make public spaces more inclusive and welcoming.
8

4. Natural and Green
The Talwood neighbourhood is nature-friendly and green,
with thriving and protected natural spaces like the creek,
trails, and gardens.
People would like to continue to maintain and care for the natural spaces
that are currently in the neighbourhood, and would like to add some
new features like flower boxes, additional community gardens, and
birdfeeders.

5. Walk, Bike, and Transit-Friendly
Streets and public spaces are designed to promote walking,
biking, and transit.
Residents would like to see sidewalks that are in good repair and better
pedestrian crossing infrastructure. They would also like to see bike
lanes and trails that are clearly marked as well as well as attention to
maintaining quality transit service and amenities.
9

High Density Living

Population Density, Peterborough

The Talwood neighbourhood is one of the most dense residential
communities in Peterborough. There are many environmental, social, and
economic benefits to high density living, however these benefits will only be
realized if surrounding land use is well planned. High density communities
must have access to greenspace, transportation options, shops, and services
to succeed and thrive. It’s important to review the benefits and factors that
help high density communities succeed before we delve into focus sites for
the Talwood neighbourhood.

Benefits of high density living*:
Environmental

Social

• Smaller homes mean a lower ecological
footprint per household

• More neighbours to connect with in shared
and public spaces

• Dense, stacked homes use less energy and
heating per unit than large single family homes

• Supports community hubs like schools,
libraries, and recreation centres, since these
services are more cost-effective near higher
populations

• Encourages walking and cycling to nearby
shops, schools, and parks
• Supports transit use, since transit services are
more cost-effective near larger populations

Economic

• Limits urban sprawl by supporting more
people in a smaller space

• Easier to build housing for lower income
individuals and families, since it is more
economical to build smaller apartments than
large detached homes

S
“The NeighbourPLAN
program has allowed
us to connect in a safe
space and to have a
vision for the future
which gives us all a
sense of capacity.’’
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• Often more affordable for residents

This map, from CensusMapper helps visualize
Statistics Canada Census 2016 data. It shows
the Talwood area to be one of the most densely
populated areas in Peterborough.

• Lower per-resident cost for the City to
build and maintain infrastructure, such as
roadways
• Attracts economic activity, such as stores and
employers
*For more information on the benefits of high
density living visit the links in references at the
back of the book on page 38

SPOTLIGHT: Catrien
“I’ve found it very interesting and have
been able to share my point of view
without judgement.”

Changes on the horizon:

The future of the Talwood Neighbourhood
Although the Talwood Neighbourhood is already
amongst the densest areas in the City of Peterborough,
even more growth and development is expected in the
coming years. The City of Peterborough’s new Draft
Official Plan designates the Talwood neighbourhood
as a “Major Mixed Use Corridor”, so the area is likely
to see more commercial, residential, and economic
development. You can learn more about the Major
Mixed Use Corridor designation in the Connecting Vision
to Policy section of this document (page 33).
Talwood Area with
Major Mixed Use Corridor Designation

More People, More Amenities:
People living in high density communities need access to community
amenities. Apartments are smaller and lack private outdoor space, so it is
important to provide spaces for people to gather and to enjoy the outdoors.
Community centres, parks, and community gardens are great ways to enhance
the quality of living in high density neighbourhoods.
A Complete Community:
Mixed land-use will support the daily activities of people living in dense
residential communities. A well-planned community will include necessities
like stores, employment, schools, medical services, entertainment, and more.
The Talwood neighbourhood is well-positioned in this regard, with many of
these services within walking distance.
A Connected Community:

SHERBROOKE ST.

High density can encourage sustainable transportation choices, like walking,
cycling, and transit, After all, you would expect to travel a shorter distance to
your destination if there are less houses to pass. However, people will choose
safe, convenient, and affordable ways to travel around their neighbourhood
and city. If high density communities do not have routes and infrastructure
that supports sustainable transportation, they can actually create increased
vehicle use and congestion.

OW RD.

OOD
TALWDR.

GOODFELL

WHITEFIELD DR.

Best practices in
high density development*:

An Inclusive Community:
.

LA

L
SI

CL

ON

E
AV

Major Mixed-Use
Corridor Designation
Natural Area Designation

This clip of Schedule B: Land Use
Plan, from the draft Official Plan
(June 19, 2019 version) shows
the Talwood neighbourhood as
designated for more development.

As neighbourhoods grow, and densify, it is important that current and future
lower-income residents can afford to live there. One way to ensure that high
density communities remain inclusive is to focus on building affordable and
mixed-income housing.
As the Talwood neighbourhood continues to grow and change, the above
best practices are essential to ensuring that it remains a vibrant and liveable
community. The design concepts on the following pages reflect many of these
best practices to ensure that public spaces, streets, and parks meet the needs
of current residents and future neighbours.
*For more information on best practices in high density living visit the links
provided in references at the back of the book on page 38
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TOP PRIORITY

!!

Throughout the vision, you will see the
“top priority” icon next to some of the
design ideas. After the design workshops,
we conducted surveys with residents,
workshop participants and project partners.
In these surveys, respondents validated the
design ideas that came from the workshops,
and ranked the ideas by priority. The design
concepts that are identified with this icon
are the top priorities for the focus site.

OVERVIEW OF FOCUS SITES
#

1 Goodfellow Rd. and

Clonsilla Ave. Intersection
This site is a key school crossing. Design
solutions focus on making the crossing feel
safer for children and other vulnerable
road users.

2 Neighbourhood Greenspace

#

This section proposes ideas for the
greenspace in the neighbourhood, with
particular focus on the trail network
running from Clonsilla Ave. through
Goodfellow Rd. to Sherbrooke St. along
lands reserved for the future Parkway.

13

3 Talwood Dr. and Talwood Crt.

#

This site explores ways to redesign these
local roads so that vehicles travel more
slowly and all road users feel safer.

4 Goodfellow Rd. and
Talwood Dr. Intersection

#

This site focuses on enhancing pedestrian,
cyclist, and transit connections for residents
of the Talwood Towers so that they are
better able to access amenities like the
Kinsmen Civic Centre, transit stops, and the
path to Foodland and the Hospital/medical
services area.
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Goodfellow Rd. and
Clonsilla Ave. Intersection
Clonsilla Ave. is a high capacity arterial, and
Goodfellow Rd. is a high capacity collector. This
means that both roads are designed to move high
volumes of vehicles, and therefore this is a very busy
intersection. People expressed that Clonsilla Ave. and
Goodfellow Rd. are currently designed for car travel.
However, this intersection is also a key school crossing
route for children from Keith Wightman PS and
St. Alphonsus CES, and is an important crossing
for other residents to access stores and amenities.
Many residents are concerned about safety at this
intersection--it has been one of the most commonly
raised areas of concern in the neighbourhood.
The sidewalks at this intersection are narrow and
next to the traffic lanes with no buffer or boulevard,
particularly the sidewalk on the west side of
Goodfellow Rd. which runs alongside a concrete
retaining wall. As there is no crossing further north
on Goodfellow Rd., families walk south from the
neighbourhood on the west side of the street.
Parents and crossing guards are worried that the
crowding on this sidewalk could cause kids to fall or
walk into traffic.
Residents would like to see a Complete Streets
approach to the design with better crossing
infrastructure, improved sidewalks, and the addition
of cycling infrastructure and other amenities to
make the area more beautiful and comfortable
to travel through.
14

DESIGN CONCEPTS
!! Improve pedestrian signalling
This intersection is a busy school crossing for children that attend St.
Alphonsus CES and Keith Wightman PS, and there is rarely enough time to
safely cross Clonsilla Ave. Ideas include installing pedestrian countdown
lights that display the time remaining to cross the road, and/or creating
a leading pedestrian interval, where the walk signals turn green several
seconds before the traffic signals.
Accessible

!!

Re-design the intersection
Fix some of the underlying challenges at this site. Tighten the turning
radius at the northeast corner of the intersection, in order to slow down
eastbound traffic turning right off of Clonsilla Ave. on to Goodfellow Rd.
Remove the right turn slip lane at the south west corner, so cars making
right hand turns off of Clonsilla Ave. drive slower. In the long term, re-align
Goodfellow Rd. south of Clonsilla Ave. so that the roads meet at a right
angle.

Inclusive & Welcoming

Walk Bike & Transit Friendly

Accessible

Walk Bike & Transit Friendly

Illustration
of leading
pedestrian
interval.

In this picture you can see
how the original curb has
been extended and reshaped. A tighter turning
radius makes drivers take
the turn slowly and creates
a shorter crossing distance.
Phase 1: Pedestrians Only
Pedestrians are given a minimum 3-7 second head start
entering the intersection.

Phase 2: Pedestrians and Cars
Through and turning traffic are given the green light. Turning
traffic yields to pedestrians already in the crosswalk.
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Green the intersection
Depave the boulevard on the southeast side of Clonsilla Ave. and
add street trees, gardens, or grass boulevards to remove
impermeable surfaces, delineate driveways, and create a more
people-friendly intersection.
Natural & Green

Vibrant & Clean

Improve the sidewalks
Ensure sidewalks are an adequate width to accommodate busy
school travel periods, and add buffers or boulevards to provide
additional safety and comfort to pedestrians. Along the west side
of Goodfellow Rd., consider shifting the base of the retaining wall
so that there is space for a wider sidewalk, or narrowing the traffic
lanes to free up space.
Accessible

SPOTLIGHT: Julie & Jessica
“We need a longer light for pedestrians
here, right now it is too short and people
need more time to cross. Cars drive fast,
this intersection needs to be safer and
more accessible. Bike paths would be nice,
but mostly, a safer crossing.”

Walk Bike & Transit Friendly

‘’Children are
walking to school
on the west side
of the road which
has a very narrow
space before
being on the road.
Children are too
close to the cars.”

Existing
Goodfellow Rd, looking south to Clonsilla Ave.
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Design Concept
This picture illustrates how a boulevard between the sidewalk and traffic lane can help create a
more pleasant and safer environment for pedestrians.

BEFORE
Re-design the streets with a
Complete Streets approach
“Complete Streets” are streets that are designed for all
ages, abilities, and modes of travel, including pedestrians,
people on bikes, and transit users. This idea requires a
larger conversation about the future of these streets as
corridors that support active transportation, transit, and
enhanced accessibility, in order to bring them in-line with
the City’s Official Plan. Residents are keen to contribute to
the larger conversation, since we didn’t tackle this wider
community need within our neighbourhood discussions.
The pictures to the right show an example of a Complete
Street re-design on Cannon St. in Hamilton ON.

AFTER

Accessible
Inclusive & Welcoming
Walk Bike & Transit Friendly

“Cars turning
right in front of
McGee’s wall at the
bottom of the hill
don’t stop. It’s very
dangerous.”
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“This is one of the most
dangerous intersections
for pedestrians and
possibly cars and bikers
too in the city, which
means it also has the
most potential.’’
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Neighbourhood Greenspaces
The Talwood community is among the most dense
neighbourhoods in Peterborough. It is seven times more
dense than the Peterborough average, and over 90% of
residents live in apartment buildings. Therefore, most
people do not have private lawns and gardens, and it is very
important to residents that people living in the dense tower
environment have access to outdoor spaces.
The Talwood neighbourhood currently has a lot of
greenspace, but few of these spaces are protected
public park land. An informal trail network linking the
neighbourhood to amenities at Clonsilla Ave. & The Parkway
in the south and Sherbrooke St. & Medical Dr. corridor is well
used for active transportation and recreation. It is currently
zoned as public service and is reserved for a potential
roadway extension.
Many greenspaces in the neighbourhood are privately
owned by the owners of the Talwood Towers. The only
municipal parks in the area are Nevin Park and Whitefield

Park. Whitefield Park has a playground and a thriving
community garden, however, because of the natural
features and layout of the park, some tower residents do
not feel connected to the playground area of the park and
have stressed the desire for outdoor park amenities closer to
the towers. Whitefield Park has been identified in the City
of Peterborough’s parks review as a high priority park for
upgrades.
The Byersville Creek also runs through the greenspaces in
the neighbourhood. People love having the creek close by,
and it is an important habitat for species like brook trout.
Unfortunately, residents have noted that it can become full
of garbage.
Given the zoning and ownership structures of the
greenspaces in the neighbourhood, there are some
challenges to enhancing and managing the greenspace,
and ensuring that the Talwood residents have access to
greenspaces in the future.

SPOTLIGHT: Kayla
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“It’s nice to have greenspace in the neighbourhood. There are lots of children
who like to play in the parks. There is lots of green space right beside the
buildings. It would be nice to have some playgrounds closer to the buildings.
Another community garden would also be good. The ones already in the
neighbourhood are at capacity, and there are many more people in the buildings
who would like the opportunity to garden. I love the creek, but it needs to be
tended as it gets full of garbage. I would like to clean it up. I really like having
nature around. When living in the city, it makes a huge difference to live in a
place with trees and access to greenspace.”

19
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LEGEND

DESIGN CONCEPTS
!! Formalize the trail
Enhance trail network with accessible surfaces,
signage, and official recognition as a multiuse trail corridor. Address the main trail in the
short-term, and later explore enhancing the
small side paths that allow people to enjoy the
creek and woodlands.
Accessible
Walk Bike & Transit Friendly
Inclusive & Welcoming

Create Indigenous gardens and spaces
for Indigenous communities
Partner with local organizations and Indigenous
communities to develop Indigenous plant
gardens and/or a small park in the area that
celebrates the Indigenous history and ongoing
presence on the land. The park may include
signage and names that honour and reflect
the Michi Saagig stewardship of this land, and
would provide a space for urban Indigenous
folks living in the Talwood neighbourhood to
connect with the land.
Inclusive & Welcoming		

!! Enhance safety and lighting
Add lighting along the trails so that they feel
safer at night. Consider installing emergency
phones in the more remote areas of the trail
network similar to the type found on university
grounds.
Inclusive & Welcoming
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Natural & Green

Add park and trail amenities

Care for Byersville Creek

Add features that help people feel comfortable
and engaged when using the greenspaces in the
neighbourhood. Features suggested by residents
include benches or picnic tables, garbage and recycling
receptacles, shade structures, and wayfinding signs.

The creek flows through both private and public land,
which can cause some challenges with stewardship and
upkeep. Explore joint efforts between stakeholders
and residents to help steward the creek. Activities may
include community litter pick-ups, shoreline plantings,
and invasive species removal.

Vibrant & Clean
Natural & Green

Inclusive & Welcoming
Vibrant & Clean

Natural & Green

“It’s our
responsibility to
stay consistent
in our own
neighbourhoods,
like with
[greenspace]
clean ups.”
“This highly populated
area thrives because of the
greenspaces that give such
natural benefits.”

“We use the greenspace
to play cricket during the
summer and autumn time
and I know people with
pets use it a lot too.”

“I hope people
appreciate our beautiful
greenspaces near the
birds and animals. I
want more gardens for
the bees and designated
recreational spaces.”
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Talwood Dr. and Talwood Crt.
Talwood Dr. and Talwood Crt. are at the heart of the
neighbourhood. They merge at the Kingswood Centre, home
to the busy Talwood Variety, local day care centre, and the
Kawartha Potters Guild. The streets also connect the thousands
of residents with nearby shops and services, and transit and
transportation networks.
Talwood Dr. and Talwood Crt. are well-travelled by all types
of transportation, including transit and active transportation.
Currently, there are sidewalks missing on the north side
of Talwood Dr., and the street lacks infrastructure to
support cycling.
Residents are concerned about vehicle speed, missing sidewalks,
and the lack of safe crossings. Residents are also concerned
with cleanliness at the bus stops, and general attractiveness
of Talwood Dr. as a place for walking and gathering.
LEGEND
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DESIGN CONCEPTS
!! Add a crosswalk at the Talwood Variety
Add a crosswalk to allow safe access to transit stops,
shops, and services. Give consideration to a painted
mural crossing, which would add some colour to the
street and would signal to drivers to slow down, and/or
a raised crossing, which would bring the crosswalk up to
sidewalk-level and serve as a traffic calming feature.
Walk Bike & Transit Friendly		

Accessible

Green and beautify the street
Add street trees, planters, and gardens to make
Talwood Dr. a more inviting public space and slow
traffic. Residents are keen to achieve this vision through
community planting events.
Natural & Green

Vibrant & Clean

Inclusive & Welcoming

!! Add sidewalk and bike lanes
Add facilities for all travel modes along this
neighbourhood corridor to accommodate the people
who walk, bike, take transit, and drive on Talwood
in large numbers each day. The wide road allowance
provides space to accommodate sidewalks and bike lanes.
Walk Bike & Transit Friendly		

Accessible

Provide inviting street features
As a central hub for the neighbourhood, create a
friendlier place to gather and connect with neighbours
by providing features such as benches, public artwork,
community boards, and community ‘free’ libraries.
Inclusive & Welcoming
Talwood residents enjoy a colourful crosswalk on Talwood Dr. as part of
a one-day Infrastructure Pop-Up Project.
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!! Reduce speeds
Add street features that calm neighbourhood
traffic. The most popular option from surveys
was curb extensions or chicanes. These features
narrow the roadway to slow drivers, but have an
added bonus of creating spaces that can become
small pocket gardens.
Walk bike & transit friendly

These images, taken from the National Association
of City Transportation Officials website, help to
illustrate how adding bumpouts, chicanes and
raised crosswalks to the streetscape can create
more pedestrian space which can be further
enhanced through the addition of plantings and
street furniture. Explore nacto.org for more ideas.
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SPOTLIGHT: John
“Talwood Drive makes you feel like a chihuahua at a cat
convention. You can be strolling along and all of a sudden
you have to run like Peter Rabbit because people just
don’t seem to care. I’m a driver and walker myself and I’m
hopeful they can sort out the curves in the road and make
it safe for everyone, especially the children and elderly.”

“I came to this
workshop to talk about
safety for children and
seniors, accessibility,
crossings, speed bumps,
and cycling lanes.”

’It’s like a raceway
sometimes.
I fear for the kids.’’

“My apartment balcony faces Talwood Dr. There is a
lot of activity there. I drive down to visit neighbours,
and sometimes use it to get in to my parking lot… I am
concerned about safety and speeding. There are a lot of
buses, people crossing, and children get on the school
bus on Talwood.”
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Talwood Dr. and
Goodfellow Rd.

Proposed
On-road Bike Lanes
Goodfellow Rd. runs through the neighbourhood, dividing
much of the residential area from shops and services to the east.
Crossover
Currently, there
are no signalized crossings along Goodfellow
Rd. between Sherbrooke St. and Clonsilla Ave., a stretch of
nearly 600 meters. This cuts the towers off from key amenities
Refuge Island
and affects students’
walking route to school.

Crossover

Refuge Island

Existing Transit Stop
Pedestrian
Controlled Light

Rd.
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Proposed
On-road Bike Lanes

low

Overall, residents find this intersection has very minimal
infrastructure for the diversity and volume of traffic it sees- vehicles, transit users, cyclists, pedestrians, people with
mobility devices, ambulances, and more travel through this
intersection at high volumes every day.

LEGEND

dfel

Residents have also described that the intersection poses
concerns for drivers, too. They note poor sightlines when
they are trying to turn off of Talwood Dr. onto Goodfellow
Rd, and difficulty turning left onto Talwood Dr. from
Goodfellow Dr.

Tal

Goo

Many residents have explained that they cross Goodfellow Rd.
mid-block at Talwood Dr. rather than walking to Sherbrooke
Transit Stop
St. or Clonsilla Existing
Ave. Crossing
mid-block in this manner poses a
risk because Goodfellow Rd. is a high capacity collector, with
high vehicle volumes and speeds.
Pedestrian
Controlled
There are many
reasonsLight
for wanting to cross here. Families
would like to cross here to avoid the tricky west sidewalk on
Goodfellow Rd. at Clonsilla Ave. Transit users need to cross
here to access transit stops that support the neighbourhood.
The neighbourhood trails that lead on a diagonal to the
Kinsmen Center and Foodland cross Goodfellow Rd. just
south of Talwood Dr.
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DESIGN CONCEPTS
!!

Provide a pedestrian crossover
Install a signalized crossing, or pedestrian crossover, on
Goodfellow Rd. at Talwood Dr. Include a crosswalk and
pedestrian-controlled lights to help pedestrians to safely
navigate crossing this busy collector. When considering
intersection design, investigate possibility of curb extensions
to reduce crossing distance, and a left-turn lane to ease flow
north on Goodfellow Rd.
Walk, Bike & Transit Friendly

Accessible
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D
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Proposed
On-road Bike Lanes
Crossover

Refuge Island

Improve the transit stops

ood

Talw

Dr.

Formalize the trail crossing

Existing Transit Stop

Many residents use transit in the Talwood
Create a refuge island at the trail crossing on Goodfellow
Pedestrian Rd. to provide pedestrians and cyclists with a spot to wait
neighbourhood. Add garbage and recycling bins,
Controlled Light
shelters, better lighting, and concrete accessibility pads
for gaps in traffic. This allows them to cross one lane of
at key stops to aid residents in their daily transportation.
traffic at a time.
Accessible

low

Accessible

dfel

Vibrant & Clean

Walk, Bike & Transit Friendly

Goo

Walk, Bike & Transit Friendly

Rd.

Refuge island:
The pedestrian
crossover on George St.
just south of Dalhousie
St. includes a refuge
island that helps
pedestrians cross safely
mid block.
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Add protected bike lanes on Goodfellow Rd.
Goodfellow Rd. is included in the City of Peterborough’s Proposed
Ultimate Cycling Network as a location for bike lanes. Add protected
bike lanes on Goodfellow Rd. to allow people of all-ages and
abilities to travel bike to destinations like Foodland and St. Peter CSS
to the north or Walmart and elementary schools to the south.
Walk, Bike & Transit Friendly

Goodfellow Rd., existing

SPOTLIGHT: Jackie
“It’s a very busy intersection,
with both walkers and traffic.
I know a lot of my neighbours
who are walkers have to run to
get across the road. A sign to
help folks cross safely would be
nice. Even though it may look
safe, it can be dangerous.”

S
Goodfellow Rd., reconfigured

“I use the trail system to
go get my groceries.”

“I go for a walk
twice a day with
my husband on this
trail and a crosswalk
over would be really
helpful.”
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Connecting the Vision to Policy

Many provincial and municipal policies and
strategic documents determine how our
cities and neighbourhoods are designed. At
the highest level, Ontario’s Planning Act and
the Provincial Policy Statement set out decisions
for managing and directing land use to achieve
efficient development and land use patterns. The
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe,
approved under the Places to Grow Act, is a longterm plan that provides a framework for managing the
growing population in the Greater Golden Horseshoe
region, which includes Peterborough.
At the municipal level, the City of Peterborough Official Plan
sets the direction that shapes the growth and development
of the city to the year 2041. The Official Plan provides goals,
objectives, and policies to manage physical change and its
effects on the social, economic, and natural environment. There
are also many other municipal policies and strategies that provide
guidance on transportation, infrastructure, the environment, and
social services. Zoning by-laws operationalize the guidance set out in
the Official Plan by enforcing specific requirements, such as: lot sizes,
parking requirements, building heights, and setbacks from the street.
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Supporting the Vision through Policy
Residents’ visions for the Talwood neighbourhood are
supported by many provincial and municipal policies and
strategic documents. A few examples of supportive policy
connections are:

A Provincial Mandate
for Strong Communities
Ontario’s Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) is issued under
the Planning Act, and determines the policy foundation
for planning decisions across the province. The most
recent PPS, issued in 2014, focuses on building strong
communities. The Vision for the Talwood Neighbourhood
shares many core values with the PPS, and finds support
through the following sections:
Section 1.5 on Public Spaces, Recreation, Parks, Trails and
Open Space, which supports the promotion of healthy
and active communities through active transportation
connectivity, recreational spaces, and the equitable
distribution of recreation opportunities.
Section 1.6 on Infrastructure and Public Service Facilities,
which includes sections on transportation systems and
corridors. These sections encourage the integration of
transportation and land-use planning, and promote wellconnected and multi-modal transportation systems.
Section 2.0 on Wise Use and Management of Resources,
including the protection and promotion of Natural
Heritage resources.
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Connecting the Vision to Policy

A Community That Manages Growth Sustainably
Peterborough is part of the Greater Golden Horseshoe region, and therefore planning
for growth in our community is governed under the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe, which is part of the Places to Grow Act. The Growth Plan includes a list of
Guiding Principles (section 1.2.1) that begins with a strong commitment to “support the
achievement of complete communities that are designed to support healthy and active
living and meet people’s needs for daily living throughout an entire lifetime.”
Some specific sections of the Growth Plan that align with the Vision include:
Where and how to grow
Section 2.2.1.4 on Managing Growth, which supports the achievement of complete
communities through access to services and amenities, a range of safe transportation
options, and a diverse mix land uses.
Section 2.2.4 on Transit Corridors and Station Areas, which discusses planning for transitsupportive communities and multi-modal integration of transportation systems.
Infrastructure to support growth
Section 3.2.3 on Moving People, which suggests the prioritization of public transit in
infrastructure planning and transportation investments.
Section 3.2.5 on Infrastructure Corridors, which discusses considerations when adding
or upgrading infrastructure corridors.
Protecting what is valuable
Section 4.2.2 on Natural Heritage Systems, which encourages the protection of natural
features and biodiversity.
Section 4.2.5 on Public Open Space, which encourages the development of publiclyaccessible parkland.
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A Plan for Everybody
Under Ontario’s Planning Act, each municipality in Ontario
is required to have an Official Plan. These plans dictate the
main goals, objectives, and policies for land-use planning
in the municipality.
During the time that the NeighbourPLAN project has
been working in the Talwood neighbourhood, the City
of Peterborough Official Plan has been up for review.
While the new Official Plan may support resident visions
in additional ways, the current Official Plan connects to
the common themes that have come to light through
the NeighbourPLAN process. Residents desire enhanced
community connections and safer and more accessible
ways to get around, and these are also embedded in
the Official Plan. It states “The City shall be for all the
people. Maximum effort shall be made to ensure that
equal attention is given to the social development of
the community as well as to the creation of the physical
structure of the community. Provisions shall be made to
ensure accessibility to the facilities of the city by all.”
This principle supports some of the top priorities in
Talwood, as residents want to see more affordable
housing, services closer to home, better pedestrian
infrastructure, better transportation choices, and
more open and community space.

With the new Draft Official Plan, the Talwood area could
see big changes in the future. This neighbourhood is
included as a “Major-Mixed Use Corridor.”This is defined
as follows:
“The lands... are intended to represent a key
commercial component of the Urban Structure ...
This Plan focuses on broadening the mixture of
land uses within the Major Mixed-Use Corridor
Designation, and promoting good urban design
and high quality architecture and landscapes. Lands
within the Major Mixed-Use Corridor Designation
are considered to be key destinations for the existing
and planned transit system.” (Draft Official Plan,
Page 67)
Further development and densification of the Talwood
neighbourhood will increase residents’ access to amenities
and to convenient transit, but residents stress that this is
balanced with continued access to greenspace and active
transportation options.
Another notable change in the Draft Official Plan is the
removal of the proposed Parkway from the Schedule D:
Transportation map. While this does not necessarily mean
the Parkway is no longer under consideration, the removal
of this road from the Official Plan would be a welcome
change as residents are keen to protect the current
greenspace and trails.
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Connecting the Vision to Policy

Keeping Housing Accessible
and Affordable
Housing is an important concern in the neighbourhood,
as it is a lower-income community. There are a few City
policy documents related to housing and homlessness
that are relevant to the housing concerns in the Talwood
neighbourhood.
The 10-Year Housing and Homelessness Plan (2014-2024)
contains twenty commitments towards ensuring that
people have access to safe, affordable, and appropriate
housing that meets their needs. These commitments are
organized into four themes:
1. Providing People-Centred Services
2. Creating Housing Affordability
3. Preventing Homelessness and Promoting
Housing Stability
4. Transitioning Out of Homelessness
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Peterborough’s Affordable Housing Community
Improvement Plan seeks to support the production of
affordable housing in the region through four primary
objectives:
1. Providing for public sector investment in affordable
housing opportunities,
2. Stimulating private sector investment in the provision of
affordable housing,
3. Promoting the renovation and reuse of underused
properties, and
4. Promoting sustainable development including energy
efficiency through the development of affordable housing
projects.
This Plan includes important municipal incentives to
support the construction of affordable housing, including
waiving certain municipal charges and fees.

Shaping Peterborough’s Public Spaces
A Comprehensive Multi-modal Transportation System
Some of the priorities for the neighbourhood focused on
traffic volumes, speeds, and the accessibility of varied modes
of transportation. Peterborough’s primary transportation
planning document, the Comprehensive Transportation
Plan (2012), focuses on supporting sustainable and active
transportation, with emphasis on walking, cycling, and
transit infrastructure. Sections that align with the priorities
of Talwood residents, include:
• Section 5.8 on Neighbourhood Traffic Management (p157163), which highlights techniques for traffic calming, and
includes guidelines for when and where traffic calming
interventions are applied. These techniques and guidelines
may support future conversations about traffic on local
streets.
• Section 5.3 on Active Transportation and 5.4 on Public
Transit (p102-145), which outline strategies to support the
increased use of these types of transportation.
• Cycling Network (p122-136) illustrates a Proposed Ultimate
Cycling Network and Implementation Strategy. Clonsilla
Ave., Sherbrooke St. and Goodfellow Rd. are all currently
included in this proposed network. This supports the vision
for future bike lanes on Goodfellow Rd. and working
towards a Complete Street design for Clonsilla Ave.

A Walkable Community
Residents are concerned with having a safe, accessible, and
well-connected pedestrian network. This is a priority for the
City as well. Alongside the Comprehensive Transportation
Plan, the City’s Sidewalk Policy (2016) requires that sidewalks
are built on both sides of new or redeveloped streets. In
instances where sidewalks are currently missing, the Sidewalk
Strategic Plan (2016) creates a system to prioritize the
provision of new sidewalks to fill these gaps. The missing
sidewalks identified by residents and addressed through
their design concepts are all given a priority rating within the
Sidewalk Strategic Plan. The missing sidewalks on Talwood
Dr. are considered a priority three out of five.
The City’s Accessibility Plan (2018) provides a 5-year roadmap
with strategies and actions to identify, remove, and prevent
barriers for people with disabilities. Sections with relevant
links include:
• Continue annual program to upgrade transit stops with
concrete pads connected to sidewalks, and continue
annual program to add transit shelters where feasible
(p30 and 38)
• Accessible trail development requirements (p41)
• Direction on maintenance for accessibility purposes with
reference to many items of interest including, children’s
play features, transit stops, lighting, winter maintenance
(p47-49).
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Connecting the Vision to Policy
Last, the Age-Friendly Peterborough Community Action Plan
(2017) focuses on ways to improve programs, services, and
infrastructure for older adults in the Peterborough region. One
of the four goals set out in the plan is to ensure older adults
are able to get around the community. Two strategic directions
to reach this goal, which link to the priorities of the Talwood
neighbourhood, include:
• Section 2.4 on a safe, well-maintained, and connected
active transportation network - Active transportation
infrastructure supports people to remain active as they age.
• Section 2.6 on Complete community design - Communities
that include a mix of housing, services, and recreation
spaces support older adults to remain in their community of
choice as they age.
A Neighbourhood with Parks to Gather and Play
Talwood neighbourhood is unique because there is a lot of
greenspace, but little is classified as protected City parkland.
The greenspace around the towers is privately owned. The
greenspace containing the trail network is City-owned, but
is zoned as public service, and is currently reserved for a
potential roadway extension. The zoning and ownership
structures of the greenspaces create challenges. It is difficult
to enhance the spaces with accessible amenities. There is also
no guarantee that the residents of Peterborough’s most dense
neighbourhood will continue to have access to greenspaces
into the future.
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Residents of the Talwood neighbourhood value their
greenspace, which is evident in their proposed design
concepts. Documents that support the creation and
protection of greenspaces include:
1. The City’s Accessibility Plan reviews steps that should be
taken to ensure public spaces are accessible and welcoming
to people of all abilities. Pages 41 through 49 of the Plan are
dedicated to the design and maintenance of public spaces.
2. The City’s Age-Friendly Peterborough Community Action
Plan highlights the importance of access to greenspace
in maintaining good health while aging. Goal 2 Strategic
Directions include 2.4 A safe, well maintained, and connected
active transportation network (p. 23). Goal 3 Strategic
Directions include 3.2 Age-friendly parks and community
facilities (p. 31).
3. The City of Peterborough’s 10-Year Strategic Plan for
Recreation, Parks, Arenas and Culture, entitled “Vision 2025”
(2016) also outlines actions the City plans to take to address
the Plan’s Strategic Direction Two: Provide an Increasingly
Enhanced and Better Connected Parks and Open Space System,
including improving the quality and appeal of parkland
(Objective 2.3).
4. The City’s Urban Forest Strategic Plan (2011) recognizes the
urban forest as a key element of the City’s green infrastructure
and lends support for the neighbourhood vision of more street
and parkland trees.
5. The Assessment of Park and Open Spaces (2019) informs
Municipal staff of the current state of the existing Park and
Open Space in Peterborough and includes recommendations
to improve access to and quality of existing and future
parkland. Whitefield Park is listed as one of the top 10 Priority
Neighbourhood Parks for Rejuvenation (p. v).

Opportunities to Contribute to Policy
Capital Projects are an opportunity for resident input
When there are major capital projects within the neighbourhood, such as the
redevelopment of a street or park, residents are invited to give their input
at several key points. During the Environmental Assessment process for new
infrastructure projects, the City is required to gather citizen input through Public
Information Centres (also known as PICs). Residents are encouraged to attend these
opportunities as they arise, and to use this neighbourhood Vision to showcase the
design principles and their overarching vision for the neighbourhood.
Municipal policies and strategies are regularly updated
Under provincial legislation, many municipal plans need to be regularly reviewed
and updated. For example, under The Planning Act, all Official Plan documents
must be reviewed every ten years. Residents are encouraged to stay informed
of timelines and to leverage upcoming opportunities for change by participating
in consultations.
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For more information on the benefits of high density living,
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livingat300.ca
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visit the links below:
theconversation.com
uli.org
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